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Good morning all,

At Monday night MDCA meeting and after giving a summary of the meeting that Wayne Chisnall (MDCA vice chair)
and myself had with Wayne Horner, Beryl Wilkes and Cllr Christeen Mackenzie in TDC's Sabine Room on Monday the
7th December 2020, the MDCA meeting decided a follow up letter to you all was in order to keep the mission of
MDCA and the Mapua community future wish for a preferred standard with regard future growth in Mapua as a
prime focus and mindset for TDC staff. This awareness especially needs to occur to enhance the lifestyles residents
value, and the desire for our council staff to respect, especially those within the planning and reserves teams.

The initial purpose of the meeting with Wayne, Beryl and Christeen was to discuss the possibility of including
connective walk/cycle corridors and providing more reserve space within the staged subdivision development
currently being considered for a resource consent on the Freilich land along Mapua Drive.

Having the conversations with both Beryl and Wayne was extremely informative and helped MDCA to understand
why it was now not possible for connective corridors to be include due to no land being allocated when the first
development along the face of Mapua Drive was undertaken several years earlier. We also learnt a road connection
may eventually connect further west onto Mapua Drive once and if the last stage (not even planned for yet)
becomes a reality.

The meeting highlighted loud and clear the huge role and responsibility TDC have to ensure future subdivision and
planning within the Ruby Coast (Mapua, Tasman & Kina) is in keeping with the desired wishes of the community
now and not upon the adoption of the updated TRMP & TEP. (A copy of MDCA's submission is attached)

If these changes are left until these updated documents have been adopted, then our community will no longer be
recognisable and will not be for-filling the needs of residents current lifestyles and the way they wish to live moving
into the future. TDC have a responsibility to its ratepayers, not only to ensure the quality of live is maintains but to
actually enhance it where possible.

MDCA's submission clearly identifies the elements that residents value and what is seen to be important in
maintaining a village feel.

This document provides TDC with a clear guide and opportunity to provide Ruby Coast residents with sound,
thoughtful future planning and decision making.

MDCA also wish to request that any hint of possible development, whether that be via word of mouth or a resource
consent application, that MDCA be informed and have an opportunity, prior to any concrete planning decisions are
made, to have input into whether a proposed plan fits in with and enhances the village feel our community so
desperately wants to ensure is maintained for many years to come.

MDCA would appreciate a response highlighting how you and your department can aid in meeting the future needs
of residents within the Ruby Coast.

MDCA would also like to extend the very best wishes for a wonderful and safe festive season.

Kind Regards

Marion Satherley

MDCA Chair

--
Mapua & Districts Community Association
Mapua Hall
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